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404 - Net Program m ing
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(2)
(3)

All questions are compulsory.
Figures to the right indicate

1

Answer the followings in sh

Nil

(i)

Differentiate Modal and Modeless Dialog box.

(ii)

Explain ReDim statement . What is the use of Preserve
keyword ?

(iii) Explain M ustlnherit keyword with suitable example.
(iv) Explain AndOr operator with example.
(v)

What is event driven programming ?

(vi) Explain Execute Non Query method.
(vii) Explain Option Explicit statement.
the following question: (Any Two)

14

ain data types of VB .Net.
xplain list box in detail with all its properties, methods
and events.
What is the difference between Collection and Array ?
Explain the any Collection in detail.
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Answer the following question: (Any tw o)
(1)

Explain CLR and Class libraries in detail.

(2)

Write down short note on exception handling ?

(3)

Explain polymorphism with suitable example.

14

Answer the following question: (Any tw o)
(1)

Explain Tree view control with its properties, metho
and events.

(2)

Explain Open file dialog box in details

(3)

Explain string functions of vb.net

Answer the following question : (.
( 1)

Draw ADO.Net Object
objects in detail.

(2) What is the use of Cu

[odi

14
explain any two
manager object and

Binding Context Obj

(3) Write down sho
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inheritance.
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